porating this native model of the potlatch and by drawing on previous accounts as well as data collected during fieldwork in 1979-80 and 1984 (including active participation in several potlatches), I have tried to produce a more holistic analysis of this ritual as it existed in the period between 1830 and 1890, which predated massive Christianization and other significant sociocultural changes.
I begin with a review of the major interpretations of the potlatch, including its Tlingit version, as well as a discussion of the 19th-century Tlingit funeral, the first stage in the cycle of mortuary rituals that culminated in the memorial potlatch. By focusing on the native characterization of the ritual as the "finishing of the dead body," I show that it resembles other rites of secondary treatment of the dead analyzed by Hertz (1960) . Models of the mortuary ritual developed by Van Gennep (1960) , Hertz (1960) , Huntington and Metcalf (1 9791 , and others are applied to the potlatch; the transformation of the deceased, the mourners, and their affines is also discussed. Finally, the symbolism of the various forms of ritual discourse and exchange is examined to broaden our understanding of the relationships among the four categories of potlatch participants: the hosts, the guests, and the deceased matrikin of each. I conclude the paper with The paper explores the meaning of the 19th-century Tlingit memorial potlatch and explains some ofthe reasons for its centrality in the Tlingit sociocultural order. By drawing on existing accounts of this complex ritual and on data obtained during fieldwork in 1979-80 and 1984 , the study focuses on the symbolism of ceremonial objects, ritual acts and discourse, as well as the interaction and relationships among actors. By treating the dead as active participants and by analyzing the role of the cultural values associated with them, the paper presents a more holistic interpretation of this ritual than previous works on the subject and suggests some implications of its findings for research on comparable ceremonies in other Northwest Coast societies. [mortuary ritual, symbolic analysis, potlatch, Northwest Coast, Tlingit] suggestions about the possible use of some of the methods and findings of this study in analyzing potlatches in other Northwest Coast societies.
views of the potlatch
The Northwest Coast potlatch, particularly its Southern Kwakiutl version, has been a favorite subject of debate in North American anthropology. Without trying to review all of the works on this topic, I will briefly discuss some of the major theoretical approaches, so as to put my own analysis in a proper perspective.
While Boas did not express his own view of the potlatch in any detail (Goldman 1975: viixi, 1-1 4), anthropologists of the Boasian tradition such as Barnett (1 938), Garfield (1 939), Codere (1950) , and Drucker and Heizer (1967) have agreed that this ritual was an ostentatious and dramatic distribution of property by the holder of a fixed, ranked and named social position, to other position holders. The purpose is to validate the hereditary claim to the position and to live up to it by maintaining its relative glory and rank against the rivalrous claims of the others ICodere
1950:631.
These scholars identified the crucial role of the potlatch in the sociocultural order "as a formal procedure for social integration, its prime purpose being to identify publicly the membership of the group and to define the social status of the membership" (Drucker and Heizer 1967:8) . Such definitions could be applied to most Northwest Coast potlatches, including those of the Tlingit, although they leave out a number of significant aspects of the rites.
In the 196Os, cultural ecologists such as Suttles (1960) and Piddocke (1965) offered an alternative interpretation of the potlatch as a "device for leveling off inequities in natural resources among the neighbouring tribes and kinship groups" (Drucker and Heizer 1967:147) . Since this model has already been criticized (Drucker and Heizer 1967; Snyder 1975; Seguin 1985) , I will comment only on its inapplicability to the Tlingit case. To begin with, many potlatch gifts had no utilitarian value and "were not given according to recipients' needs, but to hosts' needs for prestige which could be enhanced by distributing luxury goods in large quantities" (Snyder 1975:lSl) . Among the Tlingit, fishing grounds and other subsistence-related areas were owned by matrilineal groups, but nonmembers could usually obtain permission to enter them and use their resources by simply invoking their kinship ties with the owners (Olson 1967:56; Kan 1979-84) . It was particularly shameful to deny access to one's affines, precisely the people who were the main guests at one's potlatch. Much of the trade took place between trading partners, who were often members of the same moiety, and who thus could never be the guests at each other's potlatches (de Laguna 1972:355; Kan 1979-84) . Finally, it is not clear why the Tlingit (or other Northwest Coast peoples) would need such an elaborate and costly ritual to redistribute resources if they could usually obtain them by quicker and simpler means (cf. Seguin 1985:59) .z
Another influential model of the potlatch, inspired by Levi-Strauss, was developed by Rosman and Rubel (1971, 1972) . In their analysis of six Northwest Coast societies, including the Tlingit, Rosman and Rubel argued that the potlatch was generated by social structure, and specifically by marriage rules that differentiated one society from another. Although a novel approach, the authors' inflexible application of Levi-Strauss's ideas led to a misinterpretation of ethnographic data, noted by several scholars who had done fieldwork in the region (Adams and Kasakoff 1973; Vaughan 1975 Vaughan ,1985 Seguin 1985) .
As far as the Tlingit case is concerned, this model seriously distorts the marriage system.' There is no evidence to support the authors' argument about the existence of a tripartite marriage structure linking one clan to two others. According to all sources (Oberg 1973; de Laguna 1972; Kan 1979-841 , the ideal marriage rule (adhered to primarily by the aristocracy) linked two clans of the two moieties to each other.4 An erroneous interpretation of the Tlingit marriage system led Rosman and Rubel to view the Tlingit potlatch as a form of ritual exchange between the clan of the hosts and two clans of the opposite moiety acting as guests.5
While focusing on several important dimensions of the potlatch, the "Boasians," the cultural ecologists, and the structuralists ignored what might be called its "religious" or "symbolic" aspect. In the last decade the latter has become the focus of research. One of the originators of this approach, Mauss (1967) , 60 years ago characterized the potlatch as a "total social phenomenon," which was simultaneously "religious," "mythological, "economic," "jural," and so forth.
Snyder's analysis of the Skagit potlatch (1 975), which focused on the symbolism of food, and native ideas about purity and pollution, was followed by Goldman's (1 975) and Walens' (1 981 ) interpretations of Kwakiutl cosmology and religion. Although not the major focus of their work, they place the Kwakiutl potlatch in symbolic context and discuss it primarily as a religious phenomenon. Goldman's detailed and ethnographically grounded study attempts to outline the categories by which the Kwakiutl organize their thought and lives. His discussion of the "religious" or "symbolic" dimension of crests, names, and gifts, as well as the emphasis on the religious basis of aristocratic status contribute to an understanding of the Kwakiutl potlatch. One weakness of the work is its lack of a definition of religion and the separation of "religion" from other aspects of Kwakiutl culture, which are not subjected to analysis.
Walens follows Goldman in his attention to the "intellectual and philosophical aspects" of Kwakiutl ceremonialism and in his effort to demonstrate "corporate connections between humans, animals, and spirits" (1981 :4). Walens provides an insightful analysis of the Kwakiutl ideas about personhood, food, eating and vomiting, as well as an interpretation of such potlatch gifts as furs, blankets, "coppers," and so forth. However, a failure to provide ethnographic data to support the argument about the "limited set metaphors" by which the Kwakiutl express their world view and ethos leaves the reader uncertain whether the metaphors discussed originated in the native culture or in the imagination of the anthropologist (cf. Powers 1983; Suttles 1984) . Walens' reduction of Kwakiutl cosmology to a single metaphor of eating and being eaten is hardly satisfactory (cf. Goldman 1983) . A recent application of methods and concepts of Geertzian "symbolic anthropology" to the potlatch is found in the work of Seguin (1984 Seguin ( , 1985 . Unlike Walens, Seguin combines a reanalysis of existing ethnographies with archival research and fieldwork. Her reconstruction and analysis of the symbolic system underlying the Tsimshian potlatch traces the connections among the elements found in this ritual and in other aspects of Tsimshian culture. Her study reveals a complex "relationship between Tsimshian beliefs in reincarnation, traditional attitudes towards other realms of power, including ghosts, animals and supernatural beings, and the relationship between the individual and the source of the original power," that is, the paternal ancestral line (1 985:24) .
the Tlingit potlatch in ethnographic literature
In the literature on the Tlingit potlatch, description rather than analysis predominates. This is not necessarily a drawback, because the Tlingit ethnographers, beginning with the Russian priest Veniaminov (in the 183Os), managed to grasp the native view of the potlatch, that is, "regard and respect for the dead" (Swanton 1908:234 Ch. 6:24) has called the "religious aspect" of the potlatch, "a deep religious fervor in the worship of ancestry and communion with the dead."6 Sixty years later, de Laguna summarized the essence of the Tlingit potlatch as follows: the potlatch can be seen as part of the life cycle of an individual, since it always follows the death of some prominent person and is concerned primarily with honoring his memory. . . . This concern with the dead is always present, even though the more apparent function of a potlatch may be to dedicate a new lineage house, to announce the assumption of a dead chief's title by his successor, or to honor and ennoble the children of a chief 11972:6061.
All of the scholars mentioned above agree on the centrality of the potlatch in Tlingit culture, and on its ability to "bring together the most important aspects of Tlingit life" (de Laguna 1972:606) . While mentioning its commemorative nature, Oberg (1973:127-128) and Olson (1967:111) emphasize its "social" aspects, following the tradition of Barnett and Drucker. The most recent work by Tollefson (1 976:203-204 ) revives the functionalist position by focusing on the "economic" and "political" aspects of the p~t l a t c h .~ My own analysis attempts to bring together the various approaches outlined above (with the exception of the ecological) and examines the Tlingit potlatch within a broader context of the mortuaryhemorial complex. Reconstruction of the 1 9th-century potlatch is based on previous works by American anthropologists and other observers, on the relatively unused published and unpublished Russian accounts (Veniaminov 1886; Kamenskii 1906 ; and so on), and on data from archival sources. Material collected during fieldwork in several Tlingit communities in 1979-80 and 1984 is also used.
Contrary to Goldman (1 975:24), Ringel (1 979), Walens (1 981 :20) , and some others, I believe that, despite significant changes in Northwest Coast cultures, the current potlatches retain many of the key features of the 19th-century ones, especially among the Tlingit. Data obtained through active participation in and observation of the potlatch complements the "memory ethnography" of the earlier works. Because of the focus of much of the Boasian anthropology on reconstructing the "traditional" native cultures, one rarely finds reference to the Tlingit potlatches of the 1930s through the 195Os, the time when Oberg, Olson, and de Laguna were conducting their research. Most ethnographers give the impression that they did not participate in Tlingit potlatches, and some of them probably did not.M Consequently, many significant aspects of this ritual, including the behavior and experience of the participants, were left out. ' I agree with Miller's recent criticism of the existing models of the potlatch as being "reductionist, focusing on only one or a few features" of this multifaceted phenomenon (1 984:38) . In this paper I develop a more holistic interpretation of the 19th-century Tlingit potlatch that combines an analysis of the native ideology and the actual interaction and relationships among the participants. Being especially interested in the meaning of the various exchanges between the hosts and the guests, I argue that each type of food and gift distributed among the latter had a distinct meaning related to the overall function and significance of the potlatch (cf. Roman and Rubel 1971:179; Goldman 1975; Walens 1981) . Unlike my predecessors, I examine not only the tangibles, but also the speeches, songs, and other performances exchanged among hosts and guests and argue that the interaction between them can be analyzed as a form of discourse conducted through the symbolic media of material objects, bodily movements, and words (cf. Seguin 1985:78) .
19th-century Tlingit funeral
The Tlingit were divided into two matrilineal exogamous moieties, the Ravens and the Eagles (Wolves), further subdivided into matrilineal clans. Each clan possessed crests, origin myths, songs, and dances, which presented its sacred history and symbolized its members' collective identity. Clans also owned names (titles), subsistence areas, and other forms of tangible and intangible property. Many were not localized but were represented in villages by their segments (subclans), each occupying one or several houses. Each house was identified with a matrilineage, which also owned a stock of lands and ceremonial property. The society was ranked, with house heads and their immediate matrikin forming the aristocracy. Junior matrikin of the aristocrats constituted the commoners. Slaves, consisting of some impoverished Tlingit and their neighbors captured in warfare, were perceived as being outside the Tlingit society and were not granted full personhood (Kan 1982:lOl-102) . Lineages and clans were ranked, but ranking was inexact and subject to dispute and reevaluation, ultimately tested in the potlatch.
The funeral began with the washing and dressing of the corpse in ceremonial garments depicting the crests of the lineage and clan of the deceased." The body was placed in the back of the house in a reclining position, knees drawn up and bound, hands placed on them. The deceased wore gloves or mittens, boots, and (a male?) was provided with a spear. Frequently he also wore a headdress representing his clan or house. Other regalia of the matrilineal group of the departed were placed near the body, along with personal possessions. The number of the deceased's matrikin affected by the death depended on his status and rank. A standard unit involved was the subclan. All of its members suspended their mundane activities and visited the house of the deceased several times throughout the wake. Most strongly affected were the lineage kin of the departed, who had to fast, cut their hair, paint their faces black, and observe other taboos. These mourners expressed their sorrow and honored the deceased by wailing, singing "crying songs" (gaaE daasheeyi), and speaking to and about him. During the wake, the ghost was believed to remain in the house, and when it departed to the cemetery, there was a danger that it would take a beloved relative along.
In the meantime, the paternaVaffinal relatives of the deceased (members of the opposite moiety) were busy preparing the funeral pyre, dressing, feeding, and comforting the mourners, and carrying out other practical tasks. The length and elaborateness of the wake were determined by the rank and status of the deceased and of his lineage and clan. A commoner's wake lasted for 4 days, while that of an aristocrat (aanyddi) could continue for 8 days. Every evening, affinaVpaternal relatives of the deceased came into the house to comfort the mourners with speeches. They received tobacco, food, and some gifts, tokens of the much larger donations to be made to them in the potlatch (Shotridge 191 7:106-108; Olson 1967:59-60) . Food and tobacco were also burned as an offering to the matrilineal ancestors of the mourners.
The body was taken out through the back of the house or the smokehole and cremated. Some personal belongings of the deceased were cremated as well, while others were subsequently distributed among his lineage kin. The male "opposites" of the departed cremated the body, while the female ones collected the ashes and the bones, and placed them in a temporary container, a box inside a grave house. Following cremation, the matrikin of the deceased removed the signs of mourning, cleansed themselves, and conducted the first in a series of small feasts, in which they thanked their "opposites" and feasted them. Once again, food and tobacco were sent to the matrilineal ancestors of the hosts. The end of these feasts coincided with the arrival of the spirit of the deceased in the "village of the dead" (s'igeekiiawu aani), but its final separation from the living did not occur until the memorial potlatch. The term s'igeekdawu aani (literally "village of the bones' people") was applied to the cemetery located behind the village of the living, as well as the distant, noncorporeal dwelling place of the spirits. The cemetery consisted of grave houses containing several boxes, each filled with the remains of a single person. Every clan's cemetery was located behind its houses, so that the "village of the dead" mirrored that of the living. Boxes with the remains of aristocrats were also often deposited in the back of mortuary poles.1z
My analysis of the Tlingit funeral (Kan 1982:190-266) , influenced by Van Gennep (1960) , Hertz (1 960), Turner (1 967), and Huntington and Metcalf (1 979), focuses on the transformation of the corporeal and the noncorporeal attributes of the deceased, the mourners, and the members of the opposite moiety involved in the funeral. In the course of the mortuary ritual, several elements constituting a complete human person in the Tlingit culture were separated from each other. The decaying corpse was a source of great danger for the living matrikin of the deceased. In the native theory of personhood (Kan 1982:45-80 ), a clear distinction was made between the temporary physical attributes, which I label the "outside," and the more permanent corporeal and noncorporeal ones, that I refer to as the "inside."IJ The former included the skin and flesh, seen as the surface upon which the social identity and emotional state of the person were reflected. Representations of the social identity also appeared on ceremonial garments, seen as an additional layer of the "outside." Despite the preoccupation with the perfect state of the "outside," the "inside," consisting of the bones and several noncorporeal entities, was perceived as a more significant element controlling the "outside." In contrast to the "soft" and "wet" flesh, the bones were considered "solid," "dry," and "heavy," and occupied an intermediate position between the flesh and the spiritual entities.14 Cremation may be interpreted as a quick way of separating the polluted flesh (no longer controlled by the "inside") from the pure bones and releasing the noncorporeal entities of the "inside."15 The bones were "dressed" in blankets and placed inside a "house" in the "village of the dead." The spiritual entities included a ghost that dwelled with the bones, a spirit located in a noncorporeal replica of the house of the deceased in the distant "village of the dead," and another spirit that returned to this world to be reincarnated in a matrilineal descendant of the deceased.Ib Cremation ensured that the spirit remained warm in the afterlife, while the fireplace inside the houseof the living served as their medium of communication with departed matrikin, who depended on the food and gifts placed in it by the living.
Despite the pollution emanating from the corpse, the Tlingit displayed it in the most conspicuous part of the house, associated with the house chief (hit s'aati) and the sacred objects representing the lineage crests (at 60wu). In the native view, the clothing put on the deceased equipped the spirit for a difficult journey through the interior forest to the "village of the dead," while the songs performed by the mourners "cleared the underbrush from its path" (McClellan 1975:373; Kan 1982:207) . At the same time, the display of the corpse was described as "showing respect to the deceased" (Wallis 191 8:80; Swanton 1908:429) . The focus of the wake was on the social identity of the deceased (cf. Hertz 1960:77) . The death of each member of a matrilineal group (particularly an aristocrat) caused a social crisis. Hence, the wake involved a collective assessment of the social career of the deceased and reiterated his ties with each member of his lineage or clan. The first stage in the transformation of the deceased into an ancestor (cf. Hertz 1960:79-80) ," the wake was a period of the greatest solidarity among the matrikin of the deceased, united in their common grief, and in what they called "love and respect" for the deceased. Their mourning attire underscored that unity, while deemphasizing the important distinctions and inequalities among the aristocrats and commoners, old and young, men and women. The transformation of the mourners during the funeral paralleled that of the deceased, consisting of the three stages of the rites of passage (Van Gennep 1960; see also Hertz 1960; Huntington and Metcalf 1979; Kan 1982:222-223) .'"
The mourners' behavior contrasted sharply with that of their paternal/affinal kin. While the former were passive, if not socially dead, the latter were engaged in handling the polluted corpse, and helping the mourners practically and morally. This enabled the mourners to concentrate on the pure "inside" (social persona, spiritual attributes) of the deceased, since their "opposites" dealt with the polluted "outside." By the end of the funeral, the mourners returned to normal, active life and became donors, while their "opposites" turned into the more passive recipients, a role they continued to play throughout the remaining rituals of the mortuary cycle, including the potlatch. Thus the funeral reaffirmed the two fundamental principles of the Tlingit sociocultural order: matrilineal unity and solidarity, and the reciprocity between moieties. It began as a dramatic disruption of normal social life and ended with its restoration as well as reaffirmation of basic cultural values, including the "love and respect" between the living and the dead, and between affines. Finally, it allowed the mourners to display their sacred crests and perform the ancestral songs and dances that enhanced the status of their matrilineal group^.'^ memorial potlatch as the secondary treatment of the dead
The funeral and subsequent memorial feasts did not complete the mortuary cycle. The remains of thedeceased were not considered "finished" until a new container had been provided for them. This could be a new box, a new or repaired grave house, or a mortuary pole. The remains were "finished" by the same paternal/affinal relatives of the deceased who had earlier participated in his funeral. At the memorial potlatch they were remunerated for their services, while the matrikin of the deceased ritually ended their mourning. The ceremonial regalia, names, and other attributes of the deceased were bestowed upon his matrilineal descendants. Only those on the very bottom of the social hierarchy were not memorialized in a potlatch. The rest of the people were either honored in a special potlatch or included in the rites honoring their matrikin of higher rank.
The liminal nature of the period between the funeral and the potlatch was clearly expressed by the notion that the deceased had not yet found a permanent place in the "village of the dead," while his matrikin had not yet been released from mourning taboos, and were still considered indebted to their "opposites," who had helped them during the funeral. To refuse to give a potlatch was to risk illness and death, and to show a total lack of "love and respect" for one's matrilineal ancestors and "opposites."
By approaching the Tlingit potlatch as a secondary treatment of the dead, I incorporate the native view into the analysis and thus broaden its scope. I also suggest that the data indicate a similarity between this ritual and various forms of the secondary treatment of the dead found throughout the world (Hertz 1960; Bloch 1971 ; Huntington and Metcalf 1979; Bloch and Parry 1982) .*" outline of the memorial potlatch The hosts' preparation for the potlatch included an accumulation of wealth and an observance of various rules similar to those imposed on persons preparing for a dangerous task requiring magical power and good fortune (laEeitl). Brothers-inlaw of the hosts (naa k6ani) were sent to invite the guests from distant communities, while the local guests were invited some time before the ceremony by the naa k5ani who stopped in front of their houses and called out their ceremonial names (titleskhence the Tlingit term for the potlatch, ku.eex', from the verb ya-.eex', "to call out," "to invite."L1
The arrival of the guests was marked by mock battles and an exchange of dances and songs between the guests standing in their canoes and the hosts on the beach. Once the guests had landed, they were taken to the houses of the hosts' clan, where they stayed through the entire period of feasting and ceremonies, which lasted for at least a month. Preliminary rites included dancing, singing, and masked performances by the two sides, as well as the feasting of the guests by their hosts. The potlatch proper usually lasted 4 days. It began with the hosts "mourning their dead [matrikin] for the last time." Sad ("heavy") songs belonging to the mourners' clan were performed, tears were shed, and speeches of condolence were delivered by the guests, to which the hosts responded with speeches of gratitude. With this part of the ritual completed, the mood and behavior of the participants became less somber. The hosts now the Tlingit potlatch performed songs describing their ancestral crests (called "national songs" by the present informants) and displayed them in the form of ceremonial garments and other regalia. The guests were feasted several times, while some food was put in the fire for dead members of the hosts' clan, who were believed to take part in the potlatch. The guests told jokes to entertain the hosts and help them forget their sorrow. "Love songs" (kusigin daasheeyi) were also exchanged between the two sides.
The climax of the potlatch was the distribution among the guests of the gifts contributed by individual hosts. Before making his or her donation, each host was given an opportunity to deliver a speech or sing a song illustrating his or her relationship to the deceased and to thank the guests for their help. Just before the distribution of gifts, the hosts named members of their group, many of them youngsters. A small portion of the gifts was burned for the benefit of the donors' matrilineal ancestors. The name of each deceased member of the hosts' lineage or clan was called out, followed by the name of a particular guest who was to receive the gift. The dead received the noncorporeal essence ("inside") of the gift, and the living its corporeal form ("outside"). Having collected their presents and packed the leftover food, the guests thanked the hosts for their generosity, and performed a few dances and songs as a form of gratitude. Often they would stage a small return potlatch, distributing among their hosts a portion of the gifts they had just received.
the potlatch participants the deceased The potlatch completed the distribution of the various attributes of the deceased among the several domains of the universe. The bones and the ghost finally found a permanent home in the cemetery, while the spirit became forever established in the distant "village of the dead." Another noncorporeal entity, the yaahai, returned to the living to be reincarnated in a matrilineal descendant of the deceased. His ceremonial title(s) or name(s) as well as festive attire depicting his lineage or clan crests were bestowed on his successor. The rebirth of thedeceased and thedeath's failure to interrupt thecontinuity of the matrilineal group were dramatically expressed by addressing the new owner of the title or the regalia as if he were the deceased himself (Kan 1979-84) .
In the potlatch, the mourners'/hosts' attention began to shift from the recently deceased person to other dead members of their matrilineal group, whose names were also invoked and who were also "warmed," "clothed," and "fed" through the fire. The key value of the unity and solidarity of the matrikin was thus confirmed, since the rite, which had begun as a memorial to a single person, became the main occasion for remembering, honoring, and helping the matrilineal ancestors of the mourners/hosts. Every member of the group was given an opportunity to mourn his or her own departed matrikin.
One of the most dramatic and effective forms for expressing the continuity between the generations of lineage or clan relatives were the "sad songs" (tuwunukw daasheeyi), also called "heavy songs" (yaadaali daasheeyi). Some were identical to those performed during the funeral, but others (the most sacred and valuable) were reserved for the potlatch. For example, one popular "sad song" of a Sitka clan is believed to have been composed by a woman of that group, after the canoe containing her baby had been carried away by the tide. The woman mourns her beloved child's death and compares it to the tragic deaths of several of her clan ancestors, killed while riding in a canoe in the early 1800s, during the war with the Russians (Olson 1967:44-45; Kan 1979-84) . The image of the canoe carrying dead bodies links the two events. When the descendants of the song's author perform it during their potlatch, they lament the deaths of all of their matrikin, both the recently deceased and those of long ago, including the unfortunate infant and the brave warriors. Since kinship terms rather than personal names were used in most songs, and since many deaths resulted from the same causes, a mourner could usually find an appropriate song to express his or her sorrow about the loss of a particular clan relative (cf. de Laguna 1972:632) .
The participation of the matrilineal ancestors of the hosts in the potlatch was emphasized throughout the ritual by invocation of their names and reference to their lives. The custom of inviting them to the potlatch was believed to have originated in ancient times, when Raven, the culture hero, was shaping the world into its present form. According to , Raven once invited the dead to a feast and tried to feed them. However, they were able to consume only the food placed into the fire. After his guests had departed, Raven discovered that the food in their dishes remained intact. "This is why today the Tlingit have memorial feasts for their dead relatives in order to feed them, but with one difference: they throw just a little bit into the fire and [their living guests] eat the rest," concludes Veniaminov (1 886:623-624).
The notion that everything given to the guests in the potlatch belonged to the dead member of the hosts' lineageklan explains why the food and gifts have been referred to as "dying" or "being killed."z2 Once the property had been collected and prepared for distribution, it could no longer be used by the donors, since that would bring great misfortune upon them. As one informant explained, "You can't touch that food, gifts, and money. They already belong to the dead" (Kan 1979-84) . The presence of the dead accounts also for the taboo on continuing the potlatch proper into daylight hours.23 The association between the dead and the nighttime is not surprising, since animal and superhuman spirits were active at night, magic power was more accessible to humans after dark and, in comparison to this world, day and night in the "village of the dead" were reversed.
The potlatch played a number of important roles in the sociopolitical domain of Tlingit life, including the validation of claims to certain rank and status. However, the Tlingit themselves saw it first and foremost as a memorial ritual (de Laguna 1972:612; Kan 1979-84) . Having no corporeal "outside," the dead were invisible, but through various forms of symbolic media they were, as one informant put it, "brought back to life." In the performance of the "heavy songs," the living not only described the lives of their matrilineal ancestors but ensured that the "voices of the dead could be heard." This seems to be more than a metaphor, since a number of informants said that they could see their beloved mothers and maternal uncles among the dancers and could distinguish their voices among those of the singers (Kan 1979-84) .
The continuity between the living and the dead matrikin was made manifest in most of the ritual performances, but especially when the ancestral regalia and the "heavy" ceremonial nameskitles were used. The garments passed from one generation of clan members to the next could be interpreted as the "outside" layer of the dead appropriated by their living descendants. The names were also perceived as tangibles placed on the living as clothing. Thus, according to Olson (1933-54, notebook 5:52) , "Those to be reincarnated go to a place no one knows where and when they come back they carry (as a bundle) under their arm that same name which is therefore given to them." Names were said to be given "to the face" of the recipient (Johnson 1979:6) . This notion was reinforced by the practice of rubbing some of the gifts to be distributed in the potlatch on the forehead of the recipient of a name. The Tlingit were concerned with preventing their nameskitles from "dying out" and accomplished that by perpetually recycling them among their descendants. Each potlatch namekitle, as opposed to a birth or a pet name, had a certain prestige and social value and indicated the rank of its holder (Olson 1967:48) . According to notebook 9:65) , "A man who repays his debt may pay only the original amount but usually would pay back more for the honor of his name. But if the debt is passed on for a generation or more, a larger amount is always paid. ldea is not of interest but of honor of the name" [emphasis added1 .14 The relationship between the living and the dead dramatized in the memorial potlatch was that of reciprocity. The living provided the dead with food, warmth, gifts, and, most importantly, love and remembrance. In return, the dead passed on their valuable names and other sacred possessions and prerogatives, used by the living to maintain and raise their rank, status, and prestige.25 Although this could not be called "ancestor worship" (contra Emmons 19101, the Tlingit did believe that the dead could not only help but harm the living with illness and death, if the latter did not remember, honor, and help them. As long as the dead were remembered by their living matrikin and could participate in their potlatches, they remained immortal and sat close to the fire in their noncorporeal houses (Swanton 1908:462) . The forgotten ancestors, on the other hand, moved further and further away from the fire, suffered from hunger and cold, while their "houses" in the cemetery crumbled. Ultimately, the continuity of the matrilineal clan, as a cultural category, depended upon a human ability to remember. the mourners as hosts Just as it is necessary to include the deceased in the analysis of the potlatch, it is essential to incorporate the native view of the ritual as the last public expression of the mourners' grief. Thus, in the 1980s potlatches I witnessed, the hosts were encouraged by guests "not to hold back their tears" and "let all their sorrow out." This was accomplished through the mourners' performance of the four special "crying songs," one of their most treasured possessions. This singing was followed by the four prolonged 00 sounds made by the mourners, said to "expel sadness from their toowu [mind/soul, "inside"] . I ' The male mourners also struck the floor with their staffs four times, "putting all of their grief" into that act (Kan 1979-84; Olson 1967:61) .
The Tlingit thought that emotions originated in the toowu and were expressed on the "outside" through tears, laughter, words, and facial expressions. Grief was perceived as a particularly powerful emotion, somewhat independent of human will and consciousness. According to Swanton (1 908:437), "It is not through man's own will, but the way that Raven made people, that brings forth a new song, when people are called together after one has died." The "crying songs" were the most appropriate expression of grief, perceived as something tangible, which could be manipulated and expelled during the potlatch. Thus, in Olson's account, the mourners followed the singing of the four "sad songs" with the shedding of their coats (in lieu of blankets) and holding them before the fire to "dry their sorrow" (1 967:62). The ritual was also seen as a way of strengthening the mourners' toowd. Their mood was expected to change and no more tears were supposed to be shed in public after that. In a recent potlatch, the hosts expressed this change by using two carved representations of their main crest, a certain type of salmon. At the beginning of the ritual, the two fish were hung on the wall with their heads pointing downward to represent sorrow; after the ceremony of "pushing away sorrow," their heads were turned upward, to make them "look happy" (Kan 1979-84) .
In the expression of their sorrow, the hosts were unified. Throughout the potlatch, this solidarity was maintained and repeated in word and action. Thus, all of the hosts remained standing during the potlatch, occupying the front of the house, its least conspicuous area, so as to show their deference to the guests (Kan 1978) . Every member of the hosts' group, regardless of rank, could express his or her feelings (de Laguna 1972:632-633 ).
The hosts were also united in their subsequent performances aimed at displaying their ancestral regalia and prerogatives. While justified as a show of "love and respect" for their ancestors, they were also intended to confirm the hosts' claims to their sacred possessions and to raise their status. As Olson (1 967:59) notes, the potlatch was not a duty but a privilege. In fact, it was the only major opportunity for the display of the sacred crests (at bowuj, the performance of songs, dances, and myths embodying the sacred history, identity, and destiny of the matrilineal group (its shagoon). A generous distribution of property accompanying this display increased the value of the crests. Thus, a distribution of $6000, while displaying a headdress representing one of the hosts' major crests, was described as "killing $6,000 to bring out the headdress" (Swanton 1908: 442; see also Oberg 1973:125) . In addition to displaying their old possessions, the hosts could validate their claims to new ones, including houses and lands. This was said to make the property and its owners "heavier," that is, increase their value and status by bringing them into direct contact with the wealth to be distributed to the guests. Thus, in a recent potlatch, money placed inside a headdress representing the hosts' major crest was later rubbed on the faces of those who were to be given names (Kan 1979-84) .
These and numerous other examples indicate that actions aimed at raising the hosts' rank and status were justified as ways of honoring their matrilineal ancestors. The names of the dead were also invoked to restore peace, whenever conflicts occurred among the participants. I suggest that the "love and respect" of the living toward the dead served as an ideology, enabling the living to present actions aimed at raising their status as noble and morally correct. While statements of grief and love for one's ancestors, made by some of the hosts (especially the chief mourners), expressed sincere emotions, others used them as a rhetorical device in a struggle for power and prestige. At times the desire for prestige outweighed the mortuary/memorial purpose of the potlatch.
Nevertheless, it is incorrect to consider competition over rank, status, and prestige to be the only significant purpose of this ritual, as some scholars have done (Oberg 1973:124-125; Tollefson 1976:203-234) . On the other hand, it would also be a mistake to restrict the analysis to the native ideology, which emphasized such commemorative aspects of the potlatch as "dignity, sympathy, high respect for all, with the exalted chief and the poor and lowly united in sorrow and honor for the ancestors" (de Laguna 1972:612) . In my opinion, the complexity of the potlatch and its centrality in Tlingit culture and society resulted from a dialectical relationship between competition and cooperation, between the struggle for power and prestige on the one hand, and the "love and respect" for the ancestors on the other.
Thus, while united in their grief and pride in their clan's shagbon, the hosts competed with one another, and different categories of persons played unequal roles. For example, if the deceased was a house or a clan chief, several of his successors might compete for his title and position by trying to contribute the largest amount of wealth to his memorial potlatch and to play the leading role in it. Although most of the negotiations and debates between them would occur in private, the amount of wealth each would contribute and the order in which these individual presentations would be made served as a form of public competition. The head of the hosts made the last and the largest donation. Lower-ranking hosts could also use the wealth they contributed to compete with clan relatives of a similar rank. Although each host was supposed to contribute in accordance with his or her present rank and status, there always remained some room for competition and mobility. Such behavior was explained and justified as an effort to emulate the "illustrious precedents set by one's maternal uncles and grandfathers. However, the abstract standards of noblesse oblige or the legendary examples of dead ancestors were readily replaced by the challenging marks set by the present acts of fellow chiefs and clanmates" (de Laguna 1972:613) . Bitter disputes between hosts also centered on the right to use crests and bestow valuable names on their immediate matrikin. Thus, if several houses acted as hosts, one of them would sometimes try to "grab" a high-ranking name before others had a chance to do so or would refuse to recognize the right of another house to display a particular crest (Oberg 1973: 125; Kan 1979-84) .
Among the hosts, the superiority of aristocrats over commoners, old over young, and men over women was stated by their respective location inside the house as well as the different tasks assigned to them. At the same time, the complementarity of different social categories was also expressed, for example, in the relationship between male and female styles of dancing. On the whole, the potlatch was dominated by the aristocrats, who acted as guardians of the ceremonial regalia, as song and dance leaders, as key orators, and as contributors of the largest amounts of wealth. The esoteric language used in the potlatch and the numerous metaphorical references to the participants' shagoon were used and understood mostly by the aristocrats who were specially trained for this ceremonial role. On the other hand, the cooperation of the entire matrilineal group of the hosts was necessary for the success of its potlatch, while the glory of the Tllngit potlatchthe aristocrats reflected on their lower-ranking kin. Even a small contribution made by a poor host or a child was welcomed, and those with nothing to give were helped by their matrikin. the opposite side as guests Much of the potlatch was focused on the relationships between hosts and guests, the latter activated by the same combination of competition and cooperation already discussed. To compensate one's "opposites" for the services provided during the funeral was just as important as the other functions of the potlatch examined above. This explains why today the Tlingit refer to this ritual in English as the "pay off (party)." In the potlatch guests continued to play their crucial role as mediators between the hosts and their deceased matrikin, since the spiritual essence of things given to the guests became the property of the dead. The guests also acted as representatives or impersonators of their own matrilineal ancestors, whose songs and dances they performed, and whom they frequently mentioned in their speeches. Finally, the presence of the guests was the prerequisite for the validation of the hosts' claims to their sacred crests.
In Tlingit society, relationships between matrilineal groups belonging to the different moieties were delicate and required a great deal of care to maintain balanced reciprocity. Feuds and wars between the Ravens and the Eagles broke out over minor insults and injuries. Unlike conflicts between members of a single moiety, these could not be settled informally, but demanded an elaborate peace-making ceremony before normal relations could be restored. One major prerequisite for peace was that the rank of all the slain members of one moiety should equal that of the other (de Laguna 1972:592-604) .
lntermoiety relations in the potlatch must be viewed as a restoration of balance and a transformation of potential hostility into peace. This interpretation is supported by the use of war symbolism and rhetoric in the initial and sometimes later stages of the potlatch. Before the guests from another community could land in front of their hosts' houses, a mock battle occurred between the hosts on the beach and the guests standing in their canoes (Olson 1967:61-62; Billman 1964:59) . The ceremony began with the chief host appearing on the beach with a bow and arrows and wearing his war costume, and ended with his welcoming the guests by walking into the water towards them and having his junior male relatives carry them ashore in their canoes.
In comparison to the late 19th-century Kwakiutl, the Tlingit potlatch was characterized by relative peacefulness and a general lack of openly adversarial behavior. The killing of slaves and drowning of copper sheets and other valuables, labeled the "destruction of property" by anthropologists, was done not so much to challenge rivals, but rather to offer gifts to the hosts' matrilineal ancestors. At the same time, the aggressive rhetoric of some Tlingit potlatch speeches was not unlike that of the Kwakiutl potlatch described by Codere (1950) . However, her interpretation of this phenomenon as a substitute for warfare does not seem to apply to the Tlingit, who waged war against and potlatched with each other throughout most of the 19th century. After the Americans put an end to warfare, the scale of the potlatch did increase, but that was due to the enrichment of the Tlingit from the fur trade and wage labor. A comparison of Tlingit and Kwakiutl potlatch rhetoric leads me to accept Drucker and Heizer's intepretation of the Kwakiutl references to war as a "verbalization of conflict," rather than a survival from an earlier era dominated by fighting (1 967: 125-1 29).26
The next issue to be discussed concerns the identity of potlatch guests. While existing evidence supports Rosman and Rubel's argument that the guests were divided into two competing groups (1 971 :51-53), they were not necessarily the only groups linked to the hosts through marriage. Swanton's (1 908:435) data, the evidence used by Rosman and Rubel, does not show that the hosts' clan (the Chilkat Gaanax.adi) had affinal ties only with two of the subclans invited to the potlatch (the Chilkat and the Sitka Kaagwaantaan). All of the existing data indicate that a Tlingit matrilineal group intermarried with more than two other groups (Olson 1967:7; Tollefson 1976:209-210 ; Kan 1979-84 ; and so forth)." If this is the case, how then can we explain the dual division of the guests? First, the structure of the Tlingit house encouraged this: guests occupied the two sides, where they sat facing each other (Kan 1978) . Second, out-oftown guests were always treated with somewhat greater deference than local ones. Since any major potlatch required the presence of the former, the division of the guests seems natural, If only local guests attended, they were divided along clan and lineage lines. The point is that it was the opposition itself and not the identity of the groups that mattered (cf. McClellan 1954:86) . Competition between the two parties was expressed in dancing and eating contests, as well as in other performances, adding excitement to the ritual and underscoring the unity of the hosts.
The hosts carefully watched their guests to prevent competition from turning into serious conflict. The most effective way of restoring peace was for the chief host to appeal to the memory of his predecessor whose ceremonial attire he was wearing and whose crest(s) he was displaying. These objects were called "masterless things" (I s'aati at), which resembles the term for widow, I s'aatishaa (a woman without a master) (de Laguna 1972:614) . This suggests that the violence between the guests threatened to turn the hosts into "widows," that is, to deprive them of potential spouses.
In addition to this dual division, the guests were also differentiated according to rank, age, gender, and the degree of relatedness to the chief hosts and the deceased. The guests' seating arrangement was the hosts' own statement of the current hierarchy within and between the kin groups of their "opposites." The ranking of guests was reconfirmed by the order of the distribution and the size of the gifts they received. In most cases, guests accepted the hosts' evaluation of their rank and status, but occasionally a guest showed displeasure and even attempted to leave. This called for a quick reaction from the hosts, who offered the offended person a different seat or increased the size of the gift. Thus, the potlatch became the main context in which members of the two moieties negotiated their positions in the social hierarchy, doing it not through open confrontation or argument, but by couching their actions in the rhetoric of "love and respect" for each other and for the ancestors.
Although the rank of a guest and the degree of closeness of his or her paternaVaffinal relationship with the host were the main determinants of the nature and the size of the gift, the hosts' rhetoric emphasized that the feelings of "love and respect" between the donor(s) and the recipient were the determining factors. The main guests were paid especially generously for the services they had provided during the funeral and subsequent memorial rites, including the "finishing of the corpse." Of course, high-ranking persons and the close paternaVaffinal kin of the lineage of the deceased were usually selected for those honorable tasks. Once again, the dead served as a vehicle for potlatch participants to justify their actions, lifting them above the level of mundane politics and personal likes and dislikes.
The special position of the hosts' close paternaUaffinal relatives was emphasized not only by their places in the house and the size of gifts received, but also by assigning to them the prestigious task of serving as the hosts' naa kdani. The latter were usually the brothers-in-law of the deceased and of the chief hosts, who performed the most delicate tasks of inviting the guests, escorting them to their seats, and counting and distributing the wealth amassed by the hosts. The most remarkable manifestation of this special relationship between close paternaVaffinal relatives was the assistance provided to the hosts by their "fathers" and siblings-in-law. Swanton (1909:438) reported that a woman whose husband was preparing a major potlatch in the early 1900s obtained $2000 from her clan relatives in another community, thereby increasing her husband's contribution by 50 percent (cf. de Laguna 1972:64&641) . The wife of the chief host could also refuse the money and gifts given to her with the words, "I give myself up for my husand" or "I give it [return the money and gifts] for the face of my husband" (McClellan 1954:84) . According to McClellan (1 954:84), only high-ranking women attempted this maneuver, which increased their own and their husbands' prestige. In current potlatches, financial help given to the hosts by their paternaVaffinal kin is quite substantial and the practice itself seems more prevalent than in the 19th century. An individual host may receive money from up to two dozen guests who wish to honor and show their "love and respect" to him. The amount received constitutes up to 30 percent, if not more, of the total monetary donation made by such a host. Of course, the guests making such contributions usually expect a generous return when the money is distributed.'"
forms of exchange
The reciprocity between hosts and guests involved, in addition to tangibles, a flow of words, bodily movements, food, and gifts. The hosts dominated this exchange, since they had to restore the balance in their relationship with their "opposites," threatened by the hosts' indebtedness to them. Food and gifts flowed mainly from hosts to guests. On the other hand, guests played a greater role in the ceremonial oratory, since their role was to comfort the hosts and help them forget their sorrow, to which the hosts responded with words of gratitude.
the oratory of condolenceand gratitude The potlatch oratory of condolence and gratitude was a complex genre, made into a true art form by the Tlingit. Since a detailed analysis of its structure, symbolism, style, and function has appeared elsewhere (Kan 1983) , a brief summary is presented here.
The effectiveness of oratory was based on the notion that the spoken word had the power to heal and hurt, depending on how it was used. Guests' speeches were thus supposed to "smooth out," "strengthen," and "heal" the mourners' "inside" (toowir).
The structure of each speech was invariable, beginning with a "genealogical catalogue" (Dauenhauer 1975:186) , which reaffirmed the speaker's ties with the different categories of the hosts and reminded them of the culturally appropriate emotions that characterized specific paternal/affinal relationships (for example, "love and pity" of fathers toward their children). The next step was a presentation of an episode, usually from the myths of the speaker's clan, which involved a human being or an animal in mortal danger and his miraculous deliverance, thanks to a human or a superhuman helper. The hosts' sorrow was linked to the protagonist's suffering, the guests' love and compassion to the actions of the mythical helper. The opposition between the grief and the absence of grief was metaphorized and repeated by a series of oppositions involving physical conditions frequently experienced by the Tlingit, such as hungedeating, darknesdlight, wet/dry, wadpeace, and so on. The speaker could dramatize the healing effect of his words by using a crest of his clan to "save" the story's protagonist. For example, if the frog was his crest, he could say that the frog had swallowed up the mourners' sorrow. He could also strengthen the message by invoking his own matrilineal ancestors, saying that they were the ones helping the hosts. The references to the speaker's own matrilineal ancestors also reminded the hosts that their guests had previously suffered similar losses and hence could better understand their feelings. A condolence speech ended with a repetition of the opening genealogical catalogue.
The hosts interrupted the condolence speeches with their own exclamations of agreement and approval, and later thanked the guests and reiterated the message of their speeches in their own statements. The structure of the latter was the same as that of the guests. The words of the guests were said to "have healed" the mourners, "covered them with warm blankets," and "brought them good fortune" (IaKeitl). The metaphors of the condolence oratory linked the past and the present, denying death the power to disrupt the process of social reproduction (Kan At the same time, potlatch oratory allowed the participants to invoke their ancestral history, crests, and other sacred possessions. Thus, as with other forms of symbolic action involved in this ritual, it delivered messages of "love and respect" between relatives, as well as competition 1983~53-56).
the "love songs" The solemnity of the condolence oratory and especially the "crying songs" contrasted sharply with the mood of the "love songs" (kusizan daasheeyi), also called "songs about the children of the clan" (naa ydtx'i daa sheey'i). These were sung by the hosts, after the completion of the sad portion of the potlatch, when the hosts began to entertain the guests and to express their gratitude. A Tlingit "love song" addresses the children of the singers' clan, that is, those members of the opposite moiety whose fathers are their clan relatives. Thus, if the hosts were members of the Kaagwaantaan clan, they would sing about the "children of the Kaagwaantaan." (They could also mention the children of other clans of their moiety.)
To address a Tlingit as a "child" of his or her father's clan was meant to flatter and please him or her. Thecategoryof a clan's "children" included the singers' actual or potential spouses. Thus the "love" referred to in these songs included the feelings of fathers toward children as well as the love between men and women. As Dauenhauer points out,
The term "love" is used here also to mean respect. Love songs may be to a person of the opposite sex, but they may be in a deeper sense directed to one's own family [paternal kin], regardless of sex. Although the song may function on different emotional levels, the pattern will be structurally the same IDauenhauer 1975:1531.
Many "love songs" were composed by persons expressing their feelings toward spouses and sweethearts, but the latter were never mentioned by name: the plural form of the word "child" was instead used. Thus, a particular "child" of the composer's clan was inseparable from his or her own clan, and love and social identity were linked together. As Dauenhauer (1 975:153) puts it, personal emotion was expressed to a specific individual by a specific individual, but the relationship was controlled by the marriage rules.
The clan identity of the addressees remained unknown until the latter responded by joyfully dancing in a special style. This acknowledged their paternal ancestry and returned the "love and respect" to the singers. The guests also responded with a few "love songs" of their own, prompting the hosts to react in a similar manner.
"Love songs" underscored the cultural emphasis on "love" between "opposites," seen as being responsible for sexual and social reproduction. They stressed the lighter side of intermoiety relations, contrasting sharply with the war rhetoric exchanged earlier between hosts and guests.2y "Love songs" were more than a simple relief from the solemnity of much of the potlatch, although the importance of participants' enjoyment should not be underestimated. The use of images that alluded to heterosexual love in a ritual marking the end of mourning is not surprising. This was, after all, a celebration of life's victory over death, a common theme of mortuary rites throughout the world (cf. Huntington and Metcalf 1979; Bloch and Parry 1982) .
feasting and the distribution of gifts The feelings and attitudes of the hosts to the guests were also expressed through the distribution of food and gifts, the climax of the potlatch. The spectacular nature of the distribution of huge amounts of fish, meat, fish oil, berries, animal skins, blankets, and so forth, has been the subject of a number of analyses (for example, Benedict 1934; Suttles 1960) . However, "this powerful quantitative impression" of the wealth has "obscured for many scholars the traditional . . . regard for both the quantity and the symbolic significance of each item" (Coldman 1975:134) ."'
The Tlingit themselves referred to the feeding of guests and showering them with furs (or blankets) as giving them physical strength (latseen) and warming them by covering them up (Olson 1967:19) . These images were appropriate, since the hosts were, in fact, reciprocating the guests' earlier efforts to "warm" their "inside" and to "give it strength." Thus, the spiritual comfort was exchanged for the physical comfort and strength. Feeding the guests was an effective way of demonstrating one's feelings toward them, since gifts of food were a standard form of exchange between affines. Gifts bestowed on a person by his or her paternaVaffinal kin outside the potlatch were also referred to as "blankets" (McClellan 1975:638) . The special nature of these gifts as expressions of the hosts' "love and respect" for the guests was emphasized by physical contact. As mentioned above, gifts were rubbed on the donors' foreheads or wrapped around them, thus absorbing part of the donors' selves. This quality of the potlatch gift was well understood by Mauss (1 967:lO; cf. Walens 1981 :80) .
Feeding the guests and giving them gifts was also an expression of the hosts' generosity. No object given could be refused, since its spiritual essence belonged to the dead. To refuse meant to "close the door to the land of the dead" (Olson 1967:66) , that is, to disrupt the reciprocity between the living and their ancestors. Thus, food and gifts linked the four categories of the potlatch participants: the hosts, the guests, and the deceased matrikin of each. To this day, the favorite food of the hosts' deceased clansmen is served in the potlatch. Some of it, specially marked as belonging to the dead, is put in dishes called gan kas'iz'i (or x'aan kas'iz'i) (fire dish) and given to close paternaVaffinal relatives of the deceased hosts. The donor announces their names as well as those of the guests who received the dishes. In the past some of this food was burned, but today all of it is consumed by the recipients (Kan 1979-84; Worl 1984) .
The symbolism of the animal skins and furs, as well as the blankets that replaced them as primary potlatch gifts by the end of last century, also pointed to a special relationship between the living and the dead. The act of giving them was called to "dress the guests" (Emmons 1920-45, Shukoff's Account:9) or to "put on something," and it elicited statements of gratitude from the guests, who thanked the hosts for "warming" them (Olson 1967:65) .%' It is possible that originally furs and blankets were actually placed on the guests, as is still done by the Koyukon Athabascans (distant relatives of the Tlingit), in their memorial rites. Among them, the guests who represent the dead are dressed by the mourners/hosts on the last day of the potlatch and their departure is described as the dead leaving their relatives forever (Carlo 1978:67) .
The potlatch gifts and food had other meanings appropriated by the hosts in their efforts to raise their rank, status, and prestige. In Tlingit society, presenting a person with a gift was not necessarily an act of "love and respect." It could also be a request for a larger return gift as well as a way of placing the recipient in an inferior position vis-a-vis the donor (cf. Oberg 1973:99) .'L Challenged by their hosts' generosity, the guests tried to match or exceed it in their own potlatch, in which the former acted as guests.
Another message carried by potlatch gifts was the donors' success in subsistence activities, which reflected their skills and magical power. Thus, according to one of Emmons' informants, a chief host might sometimes boast of his hunting achievements and the wealth that they had brought him (1 920-45, Shukoff's Account:8-9).
The hosts tried to create the impression of an endless supply of food, including forcing on the guests more than they could consume. The latter were expected to overeat and vomit, and then were given additional gifts for their "suffering." If nobody vomited, it spoke badly about the hosts and their food (1920-45, Shukoff's Account: 8-9) ." Finally, the practice of providing the guests with extra food to take home served as a reminder of the hosts' generosity and power long after the end of the ceremony.
Similar to potlatches in neighboring coastal societies, the Tlingit potlatch involved several types of gifts, some of them reserved for the aristocracy (cf. Goldman 1975:13&137) . Along the entire Northwest Coast, slaves and copper sheets ("coppers," Tlingit tinna) were the most valuable, their symbolism similar but not identical to that of other ritual prestations. Both slaves and coppers were brought from the "outside," the former through warfare with the neighbors to the south, the latter through trade with the interior Athabascans and later with Europeans (Keithahn 1963b) . Their acquisition and distribution were controlled by the aristocracy. Neither slaves nor coppers were used for utilitarian purposes, since the former were purchased just before the potlatch and did not do any work (Oberg 1973:116) and the latter were reserved exclusively for ceremonial exchanges. Slaves, like other gifts, were placed in physical contact with the hosts' crests: they were killed with a special club depicting their master's crest, or held a rope tied to a headdress owned by their master (Olson 1967:63) . The freeing of slaves, which increased in the postcontact period due to European pressure, was equivalent to killing them, since both acts made them socially dead (freed slaves had to leave their owner's community; cf. Goldman 1975:54) . The slaves sacrificed in the potlatch became the servants of the hosts' matrilineal ancestors, while those given away became the guests' property. The spirits of the latter most likely became the property of the dead as well.
Coppers were the most expensive gifts, their value measured in several slaves. Like aristocrats, they were described as being "heavy," "hard," and "shiny." They were the most highpriced gifts exchanged between the families of a bride and groom. Several myths described coppers as "everlasting living things" and their origin was associated with the sun (Swanton 1909:252-262) . They often had their owner's crest depicted on their surface, and each copper had a central "T" cross segment called the "backbone" (Keithahn 1963b359; Olson 1933-54, notebook 10:34) . Coppers were usually drowned rather than thrown in the fire and, like human bones, were "heavy," indestructible, and contained their owner's spiritual essence (Billman 1964:59) . Coppers and slaves were the only gifts requiringa return prestation of equal or greater value (Olson 1967:66-67) . Ultimately these two categories of potlatch gifts represented the aristocrats' control over life and death, since the latter could either kill them or give them away, that is, "spare their lives."'4
The discussion of the symbolism of the various forms of the potlatch exchange shows that songs, dances, and speeches, as well as food and gifts, served as a code for communication between hosts and guests. The various messages sent repeated the themes of competition and cooperation that, as I have demonstrated, characterized the entire potlatch. These various forms of symbolic media allowed the participants (particularly hosts) to mask assertions of superiority and make them appear to be statements about "love and respect." At the same time, they served as aesthetically powerful forms for expressing gratitude and other emotions that strengthened the cooperation and harmony among the participants.
conclusion
In this analysis of the symbolism as well as the sociology of the Tlingit potlatch, I have demonstrated its internal symbolic logic and linked it to various symbolic premises in other aspects of the Tlingit sociocultural order.
The study clearly shows the key role played by the dead in the Tlingit potlatch, both as participants and as a source of sacred values, an ideology used by the living to explain and justify their beha~ior.'~ The potlatch periodically imposed order on the flow of social life, and provided temporary agreement among members of society about their relationships and their relative positions in a social hierarchy. The ritual was characterized by a dialectical relationship between competition and cooperation, which both united and differentiated its participants.
Beliefs about the dead and the desire to honor and emulate them both encouraged and limited competition, and reconciled such contradictory ideological principles as matrilineal solidarity and social hierarchy, and cooperation between affines and intermoiety competition. It also prevented conflicts generated by the social praxis from undermining the fundamental cultural values and structural principles. The ability of the potlatch to serveas the key link between the "thought-of" and the "lived-in" sociocultural order explains its centrality in 19th-century Tlingit life, as well as its survival into the present, despite years of criticism from missionaries and government officials and significant changes in the native culture and society.
The potlatch could not have played this central role in Tlingit life if it did not have a strong emotional effect on its participants. Although the data available on the 1 9th-century potlatch is insufficient for a detailed analysis of this aspect of the ritual, some existing accounts and the Tllnglt potlatch information derived from current potlatches indicate that such powerful emotions as grief, joy, love, and so forth were a significant part of the participants' experience. Just as competition and cooperation existed in a dialectical relationship, so did positive and negative emotions. By wearing the regalia of their ancestors, performing their songs and dances, and giving and consuming objects created through hard work, the actors experienced fundamental cultural values as personally held orientations.
I suggest that the analysis presented here could be applied to other Northwest Coast potlatches and ceremonies, and that the role of the dead in them has, so far, been neglected o r underestimated. A considerable amount of data on the Kwakiutl, Tsimshian, Haida, Bella Coola, and other potlatches could be used to generate more holistic interpretations. M u c h work remains to be done and w e are fortunate that, despite the loss of some of their "religious" aspects, present-day Northwest Coast potlatches are "alive and well," still linking the living and the dead through various forms of ceremonial exchange and strong emotional bonds (cf. Holm 1977; Kenyon 1977; Blackman 1977; Stearns 1977; Miller 1984; Seguin 1985) .
notes

